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4. Shinnyo-en 
Monika Schrimpf 
Japanese scholars of the Study of Religions usually categorise Shinnyo-
en as a "new new religion" (shin shinshükyö, Wftfft*~), i.e. a new 
religion prospering since the 1970s and reflecting the trends of that time 
(Shimazono 2001 a: 1-20). However, in its self-representation the group 
describes itself as a "Buddhist community" (Bukkyö kyödan, {.l~~[:j'!) 1 
in the tradition of esoteric Buddhism. In fact, the group combines 
elements of Shingon Buddhist thought and ritual with the scriptural basis 
of the sutra Daihatsu nehangyö :kilßti!E~m½ (Skt. Mahä-parinirväna 
sütra), with specific "spiritual faculties" (reinö, fl"/jg ) assigned to the 
family of the founders and transmitted to "spiritual mediums" (reinösha, 
fl"/jg*), and a unique ritual practice called sesshin shugyö ~,C.A1~ff. By 
creating this doctrinal and ritual system Shinnyo-en claims to have 
established a third strand of esoteric Buddhism: the so-called "Shinnyo 
esotericism" (shinnyomitsu, ~P•W). lt is characterised as being rooted in 
the Shingon Buddhist esotericism of Kükai (774-835) (tömitsu, *W) and 
Tendai Buddhist esotericism of Saichö (767-822) (taimitsu, irW), but 
enriching these by the mysterious divine powers of the Daihatsu 
nehangyö (Budda saigo no oshie 2001: 21 ). In order to shed light on how 
these various elements are woven into each other I will approach the 
perspective of official self-representation as documented in brochures, 
pamphlets, publications2 and the official website of Shinnyo-en, as well 
1 For example on the official homepage of Shinnyo-en: "Shinnyoen to wa" JO•:ffi c {i at 
<http ://www.shinnyo-en.or.jp/about/pageO l .html>. 
2 The authoritative doctrinal writing is ltö 1997. lt expounds Itö 's teachings conceming 
the historical Buddha, the sutra Daihatsu nehangyö, the spiritual faculties , as weil as 
biographical memories and Itö 's narration of the history of Shinnyo-en. Parts of it are 
serrnons and essays that have been published in the group's magazines Fudö W~l!J JI 
(published between 1939 and 1945), Getsurin W Jl iMHJI (published between 1946 and 
1954), Naigaijihö Wl7'17'1-if.f~Jl (published since 1950) and Kangi sekai fftj;: :g-tt!:-:WJI 
(published since 1955). Talks or serrnons by his wife Itö Tomoji are published in the two 
volumes of Fuji no hanabusa f jfiO) :/tm j] (Shinnyo-en Kyögakubu 1985). A partly 
fictive biographical account of ltö Tomoji is given in Sakurai 2001 . Fora comprehensive 
survey and short reviews of literature by and on Shinnyo-en see Akiba/Kawabata (2004: 
4-15). 
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as the perspective of its members by referring to interviews I conducted 
between 2003 and 2005 .3 
The history of Shinnyo-en4 
The religious authority of Itö Shinjö {jr~~* (1906-1989) and his wife 
Tomoji tz:Bl (1912-1967), the founders of Shinnyo-en, rests on two 
pillars: their Shingon Buddhist training and official recognition, 5 and 
specific spiritual faculties deriving from the combination of Shinjö's 
mastership in a divination technique called köyöryu byözeishö l'tl ~JrriEffeJ 
2TitJ> with Tomoji's succession in the spiritual faculties of her aunt and 
grandmother. Shinjö's spiritual inheritance is assumed to enable access to 
the "spirits of heaven" (tenrei, ~~), whereas Tomoji 's faculties are 
assumed to enable approaching the "spirits of earth" (chirei, ±fü~ ) (Itö 
1997: 166). 
According to Itö's own account the group developed out of his 
counselling activities based on his divination ski lls. These were fused 
with veneration of a Fudö Myöö statue Shinjö and Tomoji had installed at 
their home in 1935, and with Tomoji's skills as a spiritual medium. In 
1936 they decided that Shinjö would give up his work as an engineer in 
the aircraft company Tachikawa Hiköki Kaisha :s'z:J 11 JIMT~ ~ t± and 
they would follow the "way of bringing salvation to all people" (shujö 
saido no michi hitosuji, $rt1:. tA= ~ Cl))!! V- c T C:,) (ltö 1997: 346). Their 
first religious organisation was Risshökaku :s'z: -~ M, a religious as-
sociation (kö, !'/i\:) affiliated with the temple Naritasan Shinshöji fit 63 0.J 
ffr!m~ . In addition, Shinjö engaged in studies on divination in order to 
deepen his understanding of the divination technique transmitted in his 
family (Itö 1997: 345-358). At the same time he was ordained as Shingon 
monk in the temple Daigoji ~;&!:~B~ in Kyoto and subsequently ac-
complished the lay Buddhist consecration e-in kanjö ~l=DilTJ as weil as 
the monastic consecration kontai ryöbu denbö kanjö ~Ji:t fififiMiiiEil 
3 1 would like to thank all emp loyees and believers of Shinnyo-en who have enabled my 
research by generously sharing their knowledge, thoughts, experience and time with me. 
In particular I want to thank Ms R. Hori and Mr M. Shitara from the Public Relations 
Department for their continuous support. 
4 Detailed accounts of the history of Shinnyo-en are given by ltö (1997: 345-504) and 
Akiba/Kawabata (2004: 37-164). 
5 Both have been granted the title daisöjö *{\li/ IE , i.e. highest-ranking priest, by the Daigo 
branch of Shingon Buddhism. 
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Ti .6 During that time, the number of Shinjö's and Tomoji's followers 
grew constantly. Due to their initiative the temple Shinchöji ~~~ was 
built in Tachikawa, and the ltö couple founded the Tachikawa Fudöson 
Kyökai .ll.)ll ~lb~q&~ in 1938. This religious association was initially 
affiliated with the Daigo branch of Shingon Buddhism. In 1945 the ltös 
decided to dissolve this affiliation. In the meantime Tomoji had bom six 
children. Her daughters Eiko ~-=f (bom 1933) and Atsuko Bc-r (bom 
1940) hardly ever appear in official chronologies. In contrast, her two 
sons Tomofumi i!i'X (1934-1936, posthumous name Kyödöin q&~ ~Jc) 
and Yüichi --./x - (1937-1952, posthumous name Shindöin ~~~Je) came 
to play an important role as mediators to the spirit world and are objects 
of veneration up to the present day. Her third and fourth daughters 
Masako ~:WJ>-r (bom 1942, present head of Shinnyo-en under her 
Buddhist name Shinsö ~ l!!!t) and Shizuko $--:5-r (bom 1943, Buddhist · 
name Shinrei ~ ~ ) were officially installed as successors of their 
father's esoteric Buddhist lineage in 1983 (ltö 1997: 363-370; Numata 
1995 : 361-370). 
In 1948 the Tachikawa Fudöson Kyökai was replaced by Makoto Kyödan 
~ ,:: c q&B:]. lt gained some negative publicity due to the so-called 
Makoto Kyödan incident (Makoto Kyodan jiken, ~ -=. c q&B:]~ft!=). In 
1950, a former pupil of ltö Shinjö accused him of physical assault. The 
lawsuit, including an initial sentence and revision, lasted four years and 
ended with a three-year suspended sentence. During that period the group 
was renamed Shinnyo-en ~Poem ("Garden of Thusness"). With this 
change of name Shinjö adopted the title kyoshu q&:i=., Tomoji that of 
enshu cm±. The term 'shinnyo-en' combines the fundamental Mahäyäna 
Buddhist concept of "thusness" (shinnyo , ~ P•, Skt. tathata) , i.e. the 
' true' nature of all phenomena beyond their immediate appearance, with 
the idea of a garden that is accessible to anybody: 
Shinnyo is a Buddhist term meaning "the dimension of 
reality as it is" (shinjitsu) . For en we do not use en ~ but the 
character en cm with no enclosure. This entails the wish that 
it might be a place where everybody irrespective of 
nationality and generation, of gender and religious back-
ground can follow the Buddha ' s teachings and grasp reality 
as itis. 7 
6 lmmediately a fterwards he changed hi s orig inal name Fumiaki X~ to Shinjö. See ltö 
(1 997: 374). Whereas Jchinyo no michi dates the accomplishment ofthis kanjö Shöwa 16 
( I 941 ), the offi cial website g ives the date Shöwa 18 ( 1943). 
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Akiba and Kawabata assume that about the same time Shinjö decided to 
make the sutra Daihatsu nehangyö the authoritative scripture of his 
group; he officially introduced it to the "believers" (shinja , fä tf-)8 in 
1956. By choosing a text that is rather irrelevant in esoteric Buddhism ltö 
Shinjö left the doctrinal path of Shingon Buddhism, thus emphasising the 
uniqueness of his Buddhist teachings and training. This direction was 
further underlined by the replacement of Fudö Myöö :::fi!J~ ::E as main 
object of veneration by Kuon Jöjü Shakamuni Nyorai t;\jj'/'tfi fR :i/m~ 
= :trn* , the dying Buddha who taught his last sermon as documented in 
the Daihatsu nehangyö (Akiba/Kawabata 2004: 82f.; cf. below). When 
Shinnyo-en gained the legal status of a religious corporation in 1953, it 
had thus already developed its particular doctrinal and ritual outlook (ltö 
1997: 379-393). Branch temples soon spread all over Japan and abroad: 
they were opened in Hawaii, USA, Taiwan, France, Italy, Great Britain, 
Singapore and Germany.9 After Shinjö ' s death in 1989, his third daughter 
Shinsö inherited her late mother' s title enshu-sama and succeeded her 
father as spiritual head of Shinnyo-en. According to the website, the 
group has about 800,000 (active) members in Japan. 
Social structure and community life 
The present community is organised in analogy to family relationships 
resting on the principle of "guidance" (michibiki , ~ ~; cf. chaper 1.3 in 
this volume). On the most basic level , the person who introduces 
someone to Shinnyo-en is called the "guiding parent" (michibiki oya, ~ 
~ ffl) of his or her "guided child" (michibiki no ko , ~ ~ 0) -1- ) . The 
michibiki oya is the person a new believer will consult on all questions 
related to Shinnyo-en (and often also on private issues). On top of the 
guiding parent-guided child-relation the community is divided into 
various units that form a hierarchical pyramid. The smallest of these units 
is the so-called suji ffi½. lt is headed by the "parent of the suji" (suji oya, 
ffi½ffl ). Becoming a suji oya requires the rank of a spiritual medium 
(reinösha) and graduation from the training school Chiryü Gakuin 1glf;iE 
7 
"Shinnyo-en to wa" ~ tmm .!:'. /i . <http ://www.shinnyo-en .or.jp/about/page01.html>. 
See also ltö (1997: Preface). 
8 
"Believer" (shinja) is th e term used in Shinnyo-en publications and in intemal 
communication. 
9 A chronology of Shinnyo-en 's expansion in Japan and abroad is given in 
Akiba/Kawabata (2004: 180). 
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"f:~Jc.10 A suji consists of a net of michibiki oya (plus their respective 
michibiki oya) and their "guided children" (plus their own michibiki no 
ko) , altogether between eight and several hundred households (Akiba/ 
Kawabata 2004: l 73f.). 11 Affiliation to a suji therefore depends on these 
kinship ties rather than on regional belonging; hence it is referred to as 
"lineage" among Shinnyo-en believers. About ten suji form a bukai -tm~ 
headed by a buchö 'lfß:&, and about five bukai make up a rengökai ~'Ei' 
~ (Okuyama2001: 315f.). 
Among the regular activities within a suji are the so-called home 
meetings (katei shükai, *in~~) that are often organised by michibiki 
oya and supervised by suji oya. Given the size of the suji and the local 
diversity of its members' residence, a suji oya often conducts several 
home meetings a month at different places. According to Akiba and 
Kawabata, some suji oya chair a home meeting nearly every day 
(Akiba/Kawabata 2004: l 74f.). Horne meetings are gatherings of up to 20 
believers (in the case of seinen katei shükai w1f-*}.g~~ particular 
gatherings of young believers) at which the participants give testimonies 
of their faith, talk about problems and thoughts they are coping with and 
receive advice from their spiritual superiors. To many believers, these 
meetings fulfil a fundamental role in guiding them through the ups and 
downs of their lives. By sharing thoughts and problems an atmosphere of 
solidarity is created that adds a lot to the social attraction of Shinnyo-en.12 
Hashimoto Mitsuru even suggests that these home meetings are the actual 
"place of salvation" (kyiisai no ba, ~i,tf O)~) (Hashimoto 1992: 208) in 
terrns of a peaceful and harmonious "joyful life" ( 'harehare, tanoshiku ' 
mainichi, lßWhRWh, ~ L- < J 4ii: 13 ) (Hashimoto 1992: 209): They 
encourage exchange among people who want to live a joyful life, thus 
allowing the participants to share the burden of putting it into practice 
(Hashimoto 1992: 208f.) . 
1° For more informat ion about Chi ryü Gakuin see ltö ( 1997: 510) and Numata ( 1995: 376). 
11 In the survey conducted by Akiba and Kawabata, about one third of the suji consists of 
200-400 househo lds, 29,3 % claim to comprise more than 600 households, and only 
17,8 % compri se less than 200 households. In December 2003, 4264 suji were reg istered 
in Japan, 164 abroad. See Akiba/Kawabata (2004: 174). 
12 On the ' th erapeutic' functions ofhome meetings and sesshin shugyö see Schrimpf 2003 . 
See also Numata (1995: 373f.) who writes about katei shükai from an insider's 
perspective. 
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The sutra Daihatsu nehangyii 
The scriptural foundation of Shinnyo-en is the Daihatsu nehangyö.13 This 
sutra collection is said to contain the historical Buddha Sakyamuni 's final 
serrnon just before his death. ltö regards it as superior to any other sutra 
and doctrine, since it claims to comprise teachings on all Buddhas, even 
Buddha Amida ~iiJ~t~t (Skt. Amitabha) and Dainichi Nyorai * B j(o* 
(Skt. Mahavairocana), the embodiment of the "dharma body" (hosshin, 
ft ~) (International Affairs Department 1998: l5f.; Itö 1997: 50f.). ltö 
Shinjö favoured the Daihatsu nehangyö for two reasons: For one thing, it 
emphasises the innate Buddha nature (busshö, {.fdi) of every human 
being and concludes that everybody can attain liberation. For another, it 
expounds the supernatural powers of those who have realised the state of 
nirvana, thus providing a Buddhist frame of reference for the spiritual 
faculties transmitted and applied in Shinnyo-en . Due to these two 
characteristics the sutra gives Buddhist authorisation to ltö Shinjö ' s 
religious agenda of offering an esoteric Buddhist path to salvation that 
does not require monastic life, 14 and of realising it by means of the 
Shinnyo spirit world (shinnyo reikai, JU•~ Jf ). 
lts main contents are summarised in four doctrinal statements: 
l. "The eternal existence of the Tathagata (Dharma-body)" 
(nyoraijöjü, t•*1ß1±). 
2. "All beings innately possess a Buddha-nature" (issai 
shitsuu busshö, ~ tPJ~1f {Ldi:I:). 
3. "Even icchantikas (those who have cut all wholesome 
roots) have the potential to attain Buddhahood" (sendai 
jöbutsu, Mt! JJx:{.l). 
13 Itö refers to the Mahäyäna-sütra, a text collection in 40 volumes, not to the Pali sutra 
Mahä-parinibbäna-suttanta . Tokiwa Daijö has translated the 40 volumes into contem-
porary Japanese and summarised its main contents: 1) The Buddha lives etemal ly in the 
beginning- and endless dharma body (busshin no jöjü); 2) nirvana is characterised by 
etemity, pleasure, seif and purity (nehan no jöraku gajö) ; 3) every human being has an 
inherent Buddha nature (issai shitsuu busshö). See lwano ( 1990 1: 1-7). 
14 
"Rather than devoting him- or herself to the ascetic practices of a monk or a nun, each 
of our believers lives in the real society, and by putting all dedication into everyday life 
they try to live up to Buddha' s teachings. That is , the sorrows and misery, the hardships 
we encounter in our lives are enough ascetic 'nourishment ' ." Shinnyo-en (ed.) (n.d.: 6). 
This brochure, Jöraku gajö, is a printed version of Shinnyo-en ' s form er official website. 
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4. "The state of 'permanence, bliss, (great) seif, and purity' 
(the four merits of nirvana that are attainable by walking the 
Buddhist path)" (jöraku gajö, ~~¾l=P-). 15 
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These last four characteristics of satori - which is used as a synonym of 
nirvana (nehan , 1~~) - are further explained by ltö Shinjö: Nirvana is 
etemal (jö); it is a state of pleasure, namely the pleasure of being with 
Buddha (raku); there is a seif, the seif of nirvana, that enjoys being with 
Buddha (ga); one lives in the purity of nirvana (jö). Nirvana as the state 
of being awakened is described here in positive terms as a joyful state 
that results from realising the "essence of the dharma" (hosshö, rtdi) and 
"becoming one with thusness" (shinnyo ni ichinyo suru, ~ ,tz• (=. - ,tz•-t 
Q ), i.e. realising one's inherent Buddha nature (ltö 1997: 53, 41 ). In 
addition to this rather theoretical understanding of Buddhist salvation, 
contemporary brochures and online texts emphasise the relevance of this 
concept for everyday life. Here, the joyfulness of nirvana is described as 
liberation from the hardships of our times: Jöraku gajö counteracts the 
feeling of uncertainty inherent to living in modern societies and brings 
about the happiness of harmonious social relations. Its actualisation in 
everyday life initiates a change of perspective; it requires permanent 
moral effort and leads to "a seif that is helpful to others" (Shinnyo-en 
(ed.) n.d.) . In this way, the positive understanding ofnirvana as expressed 
in the sutra is fused with the Mahäyäna Buddhist ideal of selfless acting 
interpreted as the precondition of a happy life. The sutra thus authorises 
the propagation of an everyday ethics which is conveyed in more 
concrete terms in the practice sesshin shugyö. 
Yet, the sutra's proclaimed role is to open the esoteric path to salvation to 
everybody: 
"Shinnyo esotericism, has the Mahaparinirvana Sutra as its 
outer, exoteric shell and doctrinal guidepost; and the 
enlightenment of Shingon Buddhism as its inner, esoteric 
substance which cannot be perceived easily or explained in 
words". 16 
Therefore, the sutra provides "an exoteric explanation for esoteric 
principles" (ibid). The other main attraction of the Daihatsu nehangyö for 
Itö Shinjö are its explanations about the supematural powers of those 
15 International Affairs Department ofShinnyo-en (ed.) (1998: 33). See also ltö (1997 : 53). 
16 lnternational Affairs Department of Shinnyo-en (ed.) (1998: 36, bald and italics in 
original). 
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Buddhas and bodhisattvas who have attained the state of nirvana, the so-
called jinzü henge (1$jm~11'.::). 17 ltö Shinjö is said to have achieved the 
powers of jinzü due to his Shingon Buddhist training and integrated them 
into Shinnyo-en ritual and doctrine (Shinnyo-en Kyögakubu 1983, 
"Shinnyo-en ni tsuite"). These supernatural powers are manifested in the 
spiritual faculties that allow mediums to connect to the Shinnyo spirit 
world and to reflect the practitioner's mind during sesshin shugyö, the 
main practice of Shinnyo-en. 
The Buddha Kuon Jöjü Shakamuni Nyorai 
In accord with referring to the Daihatsu nehangyö as basic scripture, the 
main object of veneration in Shinnyo-en is the historical Buddha 
Sakyamuni, in particular the dying Buddha delivering his last sermon. He 
is called Kuon Jöjü Shakamuni Nyorai (t\~ ~11:;f,R:illQ -$fü:tlD*), the 
"Buddha Säkyamuni of eternal existence". By combining the name of the 
historical Buddha with the terms kuon ("etemity") and jöjü ("per-
manence") ltö Shinjö wanted to stress the etemal duration of 
Sakyamuni's salvation work and existence in nirvana. In order to explain 
this eternal existence he refers to the Daihatsu nehangyö and its assertion 
ofthe beginning- and endless dha~a body (hosshin, rtJ.t, lit.: the "body 
of the law") as the real essence of Buddha. According to this sutra, he 
states, becoming aware of one's inherent Buddha nature (busshö) means 
realising oneness with the dharma body (Itö 1997: 43). Whereas in 
Japanese esoteric Buddhism the dharma body is personified in Dainichi 
Nyorai (Skt. Mahavairocana), Itö Shinjö equates it with the "Buddha 
Säkyamuni of eternal existence". He explains this difference to Shingon 
Buddhist thought by the fact that Dainichi Nyorai has never existed as a 
historical figure; instead he came into being only in the teachings of 
Säkyamuni. In fact, he claims, all Buddhas are comprised in Sakyamuni's 
teachings. lt is for that reason that he sculptured the dying Buddha (a 
huge sculpture is installed in the main hall of Shinnyo-en headquarters in 
Tachikawa) with Buddhas such as Amida or Dainichi inserted into the 
17 ltö (1997: 175-182). Jinzü indicates supematural powers achieved by meditation and 
wisdom, such as the five supematural powers of the sages and the six supematural powers 
(rokutsü, 1':illi) of Buddhas and arhats (free activity, eyes capable of seeing everything, 
ears capable of hearing everything, insight into others, thinking, remembrance, and 
perfect freedom). Henge designates the Buddha' s power to transform into the physical 
shape ofhis listeners and adapt his teachings to their conditions ofunderstanding. 
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aureole behind Säkyamuni ' s head. 18 Besides referring to the concept of 
dharrna body in order to explain the etemal existence of Buddha, Shinjö 
hints at the permanence of the Buddhist teachings. He quotes a passage of 
Säkyamuni ' s final words as given in the Daihatsu nehangyö: "A Buddha 
is not a physical body, but the wisdom of awakening. Even if my physical 
body vanishes, the wisdom of awakening will live etemally in the 
teachings and in the way [i.e. in the actualisation of these teachings]. 
After my death, the teachings I have expounded will be your teacher." 
(ltö 1997: 49) 
The practice sesshin shugyö 
Sesshin shugyö ~,C.'{1t fr is a unique ritual practice developed by ltö 
Shinjö and Tomoji. Although sesshin ~ ,C,, is a term used in Zen 
Buddhism to designate a meditation session, it is used here to indicate 
that the believer' s mind (shin, 1L' ) is touched (sessuru, ~T .g ) by 
Buddha' s compassion (ltö 1997: 186). The practice succeeds the so-
called makoto shugyö '¼ :::_ c!:: {@:ff, which had been practised in Makoto 
Kyödan since 1948. lt is described as comprising the two dimensions of 
"practice with a form" (usögyö, 1ftlHT) called makoto kisogyö '¼ :::_ c!:: J;; 
ii1!1T, i.e. the ritual conducted in the döjö , and the "formless practice" 
(musögyö, ~tlHT) called jögyö 'm1T, i.e. the application of the practice 
in everyday life (ltö 1997: 372f.). Sesshin shugyö differs from makoto 
shugyö mainly by being further differentiated: Various types are practised 
according to the particular situation of the practitioner, and the mediums 
have to master progressive steps of spiritual advancement in order to 
perform sesshin shugyö. As in makoto shugyö mediums (reinösha) 
serving as mirrors (kagami, ffi) are said to reflect the practitioners ' 
karmic situation back on them in order to open their eyes to karrnic 
hindrances and subsequent ways of overcoming these. Hence it is 
intended to raise the practitioners' spiritual state of mind as weil as direct 
their moral conduct (ltö 1997: 253-263) . By means of sesshin shugyö one 
"becomes aware of one 's individual Buddha nature, realises what 
conceals it, and entrusts oneself to the guidance of how to purify it". 19 
18 See ltö ( 1997: 41 ff. ) and "Yasashii kyögaku : Denpö kanjö" (in : Na igaijiho 595 (March 
2001 ), 8. r~~ u,~$-- fürtiiTJ!J . WP'17i-ßil$a JI 595, 2001: 8). 
19 
" . •. hitori hitori no naka ni aru bussho o ishiki shi, sore o oikakusu mono o shitte, 
bussho o migakidasu shishin o tsukande imasu." <http ://www.shinnyo-en.or.jp/about/ 
page02 .html>. 
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According to ltö Shinjö, the effects of sesshin shugyö are not limited to 
guiding the believers on their way towards awakening by advancing their 
spiritual and moral progress. He also describes it in terms of experiencing 
one' s Buddha nature: "At sesshin shugyö, there is no other seif than the 
seif doing the practice. The appearance of this self vanishes, and when 
there is only thusness, then there is only Buddha." (ltö 1997: 262) 
In a regular sesshin shugyö, the köjö sesshin IP] J:::.~,L', a group of people 
sit in a circle on the floor, their hands form a hand gesture (in t=~, Skt. 
mudrä) as if in meditation. They are faced by several mediums who are 
immersed in concentration. After a while, the mediums get attuned to 
language-related, visual, sensual or other forms of intuition, which they 
interpret as indications from the spirit world. They express these 
perceptions in so-called "spirit words" (reigen, 11. § ), and direct them to 
the practitioners to whom they are addressed. 20 The reigen are believed to 
indicate karmic hindrances that are either caused by karmic ties to spirits 
of the deceased (be they relatives or not) or by moral deficiencies such as 
habits, attitudes or behaviour that are judged as disguising one's inherent 
Buddha nature. Often, the spirit words are rather abstract or vague 
phrases, so the practitioner has to relate them to certain situations or 
problems he or she is coping with . Examples of spirit words are "Accept 
everything. Stop managing and don 't choose only what you like. By 
doing so you reduce the capacity of your heart and ultimately close it 
down. Don't criticise others and talk about them behind their backs. Put 
yourself in your opposite's place and convey the heart of sö-oya [Itö 
Shinjö and Tomoji, the "two parents", M.S.] in a warm and friendly 
way.", or "You are [only] grateful in front ofpeople, but not when hidden 
in the shadow.", or "Treat everything not as other people's business but 
as your own business ." (Nagai 1991: 106f.) According to Shiramizu 
Hiroko there are three types of reigen as expressed in a regular sesshin: 
those "in which members are called on to reconfirm their comrnitment to 
Shinnyo-en teaching" (Shiramizu 1979: 430); those that inquire after 
ancestors or other loved ones who died an unhappy death; and those that 
refer to the health of the practitioner (Shiramizu 1979: 430f.). 
2° Concern ing the intuitive cognitions experienced by reinösha see also Numata who 
quotes a short conversation with a reinösha about his experiences when he is "in trance" 
(nyiishin, )\ fä) (Numata 1995: 388). My description of a regular sesshin shugyo is based 
on interviews with reinösha and believers, on Shinnyo-en publications and accounts given 
in secondary literature. See for example Akiba/Kawabata (2004: 2) and Hirota (199 1: 27-
40). 
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The ritual exercise itself is called "practice with a form" (usögyö, 1'[:j:§ 
11'). It is complemented by the "formless practice" (musögyö, 1!lH§fi) of 
app lying what was indicated to one's conduct in everyday life, thus 
purifying the acts of mind, mouth and body (ltö 1997: 253). Three 
specific kinds of action, the so-called "three steps" (mitsu no ayumi, = --:::> 
O)*Jj. ) are encouraged among the believers : "joyous giving" (kangi, ~ 
%), i .e. donations to the group; "helping others" (o-tasuke, :tö~ft) by 
spreading the teachings of Shinnyo-en and recruiting new believers; and 
offering oneself in "service" (gohöshi, ::'* f±), either by attendance in 
the temple or by cleaning public places. These three actions are regarded 
as a condensed form of the six virtues practised by a bodhisattva, the six 
päramitä (Jap.: ropparamitsu, h~ll~).21 Due to this interpretation the 
believers are conceived of as progressing on the path of a bodhisattva, a 
development that will ultimately lead to the realisation of Buddhahood. A 
similar analogy to advancing through the ten realms of a bodhisattva is 
expressed in the system of spiritual ranks (see below). 
Today, there are five types of sesshin shugyö. The regular sesshin is 
called köjö sesshin. According to Akiba and Kawabata, it is intended to 
enhance the practitioners' awareness of their state of mind as weil as of 
the appropriate conduct in everyday and religious life; consequently, the 
spirit words are rather general and abstract. The köjö södan sesshin [P] J:. 
;j:§~~ 'L' includes the aspect of 'consultation' (södan) on problems 
arising from the spiritual progress . The södan sesshin ;j:§~~'L' and 
tokubetsu södan sesshin !J9:l.lllf§~~'L' are rather 'private' meetings of 
the practitioner and the medium only; they face each other in a separate 
room in order to cope with individual problems of the practitioner. An 
additional element is added in the kantei sesshin ilil\\i'.iE~ 1L': here the 
divination technique transmitted by ltö Shinjö is applied to resolve 
problems that require a choice between several alternatives (Akiba/ 
Kawabata 2004: 98). As is obvious from the strongly consultative 
character of the irregular sesshin, the practice does not only serve to 
mirror and improve someone's karmic conditions - it is also a means to 
assist the believers in coping with the ups and downs of their lives. 
21 
"Yorokobi ni moete innen o kiru" (in: Na igaijihö 607 (March 2002), 3. 1tt).:lj(;::~;t 
-r1zs1m:~-1,JJ0J . WN7'!-lr.'t ~IU 607, 2002:3). 
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Believers' perspectives on sesshin shugyii 
The immediate consequence of sesshin shugyö to the practitioners is an 
impetus to moral and ritual acting: it guides them in how to reflect upon 
and cultivate their behaviour and attitude, and they are encouraged to 
order offerings and merit transfer for suffering spirits (segaki kuyö, nfüi~ 
* ~lt lit. "offerings for hungry ghosts", or tsuizen kuyö, i[f~f:j:!Jl) if 
an ancestor or another spirit has been identified as causing problems in 
the practitioner's life. Thus, it has the double effect of providing im-
mediate relief in harmful or problematic situations, and of developing the 
practitioner's morality and spirituality. In the words of a female 
employee: 
" ... for example in case of problems such as your sister 
getting divorced, or your mother needing medical care, in 
case you 're confronted with such short term problems, 
sesshin shugyö andjögu bodai will teach you and make you 
realise 'Ah, that's it'. But at the same time, in long terms, 
how shall I say [ ... ] lt's like, for example, usually, usually if 
it were me, if my sister got divorced I think I would panic. 
But, as Mr Fujita said before 'lt's OK no matter how it tums 
out', so all kinds of problems get less painful. Before, Mr 
Brown told you that he used to panic when his bicycle was 
stolen, but by now he can think 'Well, it was stolen. I have 
to buy a new one' . There's also this kind of change."22 
The practitioners I interviewed often described the moral effect of sesshin 
shugyö as a sudden shift in perspective that initiated an on-going process 
of self-cultivation. For example Mr Fujita, a young believer and 
employee of Shinnyo-en, told me how sesshin shugyö led to his change of 
consciousness when he was told to "become the other as much as 
possible".23 He explains how these words opened up a new perspective on 
himself and the people around him: 
"In the first place, I am myself. I am the person Fujita, but 
there is also myself as the child of my mother, and myself 
who works with others in the system of the company. It's 
not only 'me', but also myself as younger brother, as 
husband, as child, and so on, myself as someone who causes 
22 Statement of Ms Shibata, a Shinnyo-en employee who participated in the conversation 
when I interviewed Mr Fujita, 5 July 2003. The names of the interviewees have been 
changed. 
23 Taken from an interview with Mr Fujita, 5 July 2003. 
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inconveniences to other people. In this way I saw myself 
from different perspectives and I thought that I should widen 
the realm of this seif. I thought I should become myself as a 
selfthat includes other people 's views of me ."24 
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He continued to describe how this new view of himself affected his 
behaviour towards others so that he was able to establish more har-
monious relations with the people surrounding him. 
In a similar way a female believer told me how sesshin caused a sudden 
shift in her self-awareness with regard to illness. She had asked for 
sesshin to find out the meaning behind a former foot sprain that still 
caused her pain . To her surprise she was told to be grateful for the 
relative healthiness of her body rather than lamenting her aching foot: 
"Even though your legs are handicapped, the rest of your body [is fine] , 
you can see with your eyes, your hands are moving, and although you say 
you're in pain, you could walk and come here . Have you ever been 
grateful for that?"25 To her this was a totally new perspective: 
"That was a huge surprise to me. When I came [to the 
temple] I thought that if one or two out of ten are missing 
then you feel that they are missing, but I was told 'Have you 
been grateful just for the fact that eight are there? ' That was 
a real discovery, something I've never been aware of. And 
later I was taught: ' Thanks to this injury and by experiencing 
this pain you came to feel compassionate about people with 
bad feet or hands, blind people and so on."' (ibid) 
Thus the attraction of sesshin shugyö is explained by the believers in 
terms of a change of perspective and behaviour that ultimately helps them 
to cope with their social surroundings. Yet another attraction clearly is 
the link to the "spirit world" (reikai, ~ 3'-), to "what is invisible to our 
eyes" (me ni mienai mono, § r~ J;i ;;t ft v \ t O) )_ 26 In interviews and 
published "narrations of personal experiences" (taikendan , {i ~ !~ ) 
believers often narrate how they experience a connection to the invisible 
24 Interview with Mr Fujita, 5 July 2003. 
25 Interv iew with Ms lshibashi , 6 July 2003 . 
26 Mikiko Nagai has pointed at the interesting combinat ion ofmagicaI and moral eiements 
in the practice of sesshin shugyö: " In sesshin the self-discipiinary actions of reflection and 
reform are supported by the magical activity of accepting guidance from the spiritual 
world through the intermedi ary of a spiritual medium. The teachings emphasize self-
cultivation, but the authority of the teachings is based on an acceptance of the magicaI 
function ofthe fou nders' fami ly." See Nagai ( 1995a: 316). 
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world due to a suffering spirit who causes them physical (or other kinds 
of) trouble (cf. chapters I.2 and 1.3 in this volume) . For example, a female 
believer told me that her father had had a cough that would not disappear. 
The doctor did not find a physical cause, but the cough would not stop. 
Finally her brother received a sesshin in which he was told about an 
ancestor who had died of a bronchial disease. He ordered offerings to this 
ancestor and their father recovered quickly (still , he refused to become a 
member of Shinnyo-en).27 This story illustrates a typical pattem in which 
the actual suffering of a living person is interpreted as indicating a similar 
suffering by a deceased person and therefore necessitates a ritual solution . 
The connection between 'this world' and 'that world' is expressed in a 
variety ofrelations between the living and their (or others') ancestors. For 
example Ms Ishibashi reports how sesshin helped her to develop an 
emotional tie of solidarity and joint effort between herself and her 
deceased grandmother. She described her former seif as being extremely 
shy so that at times she was afraid to meet people at all. In a sesshin she 
heard that her grandmother had had the same problem. Because her 
grandmother bad never overcome her introverted character she must have 
suffered severely from not being able to express what was on her mind, 
Ms Ishibashi was told. Thinking of her grandmother as a companion in 
mi sfortune greatly encouraged her to develop a routine oftalking to many 
people and trying to manage her shyness as far as possible. She feit 
strengthened and supported by imagining that her grandmother was 
engaged in the same efforts in the "other world", and was motivated by 
her eamest wish to succeed where her grandmother had failed , thus 
relieving both of them of their burden .28 
This example is interesting in two regards: For one thing, it illustrates 
how sesshin shugyö is also perceived of as initiating and assisting a 
therapeutic process of coping with habitual bebaviour that is feit to be a 
burden . lt assists this process by providing spiritual support a 'secular' 
therapy cannot offer. For another, the case of Ms Ishibashi illustrates the 
concept of ken 'yü ichinyo lmJilfil! - t •, i.e. the unity of this world and that 
world. This unity ties the fate of the living irresolvably to that of the dead . 
"What is called ken 'yü ichinyo means that if the ancestors are suffering, 
then suffering will occur in the lives of their grandchildren, and if the 
ancestors are saved, then their grandchildren live happily. [ ... ] Compared 
27 Taken from an interview with two female believers, 25 July 2004. 
28 Taken from an interview with Ms lshibashi , a young believer, on 6 July 2003. 
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to a tree the ancestors are the roots of this tree; when these roots can 
spread properly then branches and leaves will grow abundantly." 
(Akiba/Kawabata 2004: 257, quoting from Naigaijihö) As explained by a 
senior employee, the link to the ancestral world as opened by sesshin 
shugyö is supposed to raise believers' awareness of their closeness to the 
deceased and encourage them to consider their ancestors' well-being with 
the same seriousness and compassion as if they were alive. In this sense, 
sesshin is regarded as opening one's eyes to the spiritual dimension of 
reality, to that what is " invisible to our eyes" yet influences and depends 
on our ' visible' reality. 
Reinö ("spiritual faculties")29 
The aspect of assistance in coping with everyday life is further 
strengthened by the concept of bakku daiju (t&:'51-'<;~), the particular 
salvation work of the two deceased sons. It is believed that the oldest son 
Tomofumi (= Kyödöin) opened the connection to the spirit world of 
ancestors when he died in 1936. When his brother Yüichi (= Shindöin) 
died in 1952, the two boys (ryödöji, ifüi!i-1- ) are said to havejoined their 
supematural powers in order to relieve believers of their sufferings: 
Shindöin by "pulling [their sufferings] away" (bakku), Kyödöin by taking 
them on himselfinstead (daiju) (ltö 1997: 431-443). But 
... bakku daiju cannot be regarded as something you simply 
receive; being granted with bakku daiju depends on how far 
you have proceeded on your way to realise thusness and to 
help others on to this path ; you cannot be delivered from the 
burden of your karma, but thanks to the merit of guiding 
others the burden can be taken [by Kyödöin] in your place. 
(Itö 1997: 443) 
According to Shinjö, the two children have established the so-called 
Shinnyo spirit world (shinnyo reikai); here, they mediate together with 
their parents between the believers and the ancestral spirit world as weil 
as the world of Buddha. 
This connection, however, cannot be established directly: lt requires 
reinösha of a particular rank who visualise Kyödöin or Shindöin (ltö 
29 The most extens ive study on spiritual faculties in Shinnyo-en has been conducted by 
Akiba Yutaka and Kaw abata Akira. By combining quantitative and qualitative methods 
(using questionnaires and interviews) they analysed individual perceptions of gradual 
spiritual advancement by reinösha themselves. See Akiba/Kawabata (2004: 165-297). 
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1997: 442ff.) . Thus the Itö family is established as the indispensable core 
of Shinnyo-en spirituality in two ways: by fusing their respective spiritual 
faculties and transmitting them on to others, Shinjö and Tomoji have 
founded a new spiritual lineage; secondly, their deceased sons have 
established a connection to the spirit world on the basis of their spiritual 
powers, and the four of them together are said to maintain this 
connection. 30 
As indicated above everybody can acquire the spiritual faculties of a 
medium. The way towards becoming a reinosha is conceptualised as 
progressing on the path of a bodhisattva. 31 The aspirant has to master four 
stages: daijo ** (Skt. mahäyäna) is the state in which a believer is 
determined to consider the well-being of others, but tends to forget that 
ideal when its realisation becomes difficult. Believers on the next level , 
kangi ~ %, are more steadfast and reliable in their efforts to care for 
others. 32 The next grade, dai kangi ::k ~ % , is characterised by the 
constant practice of altruism, notwithstanding difficulties and sufferings 
that might be caused by it. At the final stage of reino, the believer has 
perfected his selflessness and can be trained to receive messages from the 
spirit world. These ranks are granted in a special gathering (eza, ~~) in 
which mediators - who have already reached the highest level - evaluate 
the degree of spiritual development (which is termed 'elevation' in 
Shinnyo-en) of the aspirant. 33 The reinosha either relate to the spirits of 
heaven, a connection that has been established by Itö Shinjö, or to the 
spirits of earth, a connection that has been established by Itö Tomoji. The 
heavenly spirits-lineage is characterised as visionary and theoretical , 
30 Due to this fundamental role of the ltö family their memory is tried to be kept alive by 
all means: busts of Tomoji and the two sons are installed in the old and the present 
Shinchöji, and a small museum (kinenkan, llc~~) displays objects illustrating the family 
history, such as candies, books or clothes of the two sons, the shirt in which Shinjö 
practised taki shugyo after Tomofumi 's death, the key to the hospital room of Yüichi, a 
bowl he used and so on. 
31 In the following description I refer to the oral explanation given to me by a reinosha 
and employee ofShinnyo-en in July 2003. 
32 As a Mahäyäna Buddhist term, kangi designates the first of the ten bodhisattva realms, 
the "realm of joy" (kangi-chi ; Skt. parmuditii bhümi) in which the aspirant enjoys his 
decision to enter the path of a bodhisattva and practi ses the virtue of generous donations. 
See also Itö (1997: 98ff.). 
33 See Numata 's detailed description of eza in Numata (1995: 383-387). See also Akiba 's 
and Kawabata 's account ofwhen, how and why these ranks were established in the l 950s 
and 1960s (Akiba/Kawabata 2004: 98ff.). 
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whereas the spirits of earth-lineage are said to be intuitive and morally 
steadfast (Numata 1995 : 389). 
The reigen, or spirit words, that are conveyed by the mediums are not 
perceived of as messages that are revealed in words as for example in the 
case of automatic writing as experienced by Ökawa Ryühö, the founder 
of Köfuku no Kagaku (cf. chapter 11.8 in this volume). Rather, as a young 
reinosha told me, they are visual perceptions interpreted as indications 
from the spirit world. That which is "indicated" (shimesareta koto, ;ir- ~ 
h t-::... ::. c!:: ) has to be translated into words. According to him, this is the 
most difficult part of the training as reinosha because every reinosha has 
to find out his or her individual pattem of symbolic meaning. For 
example, when he sees a person with a huge belly, this could indicate 
pregnancy or abortion. 34 Due to this understanding of reigen as resulting 
from any kind of sensitive indications, there is no language barrier to 
becoming a reinosha. In fact, non-Japanese mediums actively perforrn 
sesshin shugyo even in Tachikawa; their English, French or Chinese 
utterances of spirit words are immediately translated into Japanese. 
The esoteric Buddhist ritual sanmitsu kaji 
Although ltö Shinjö has emphasised his independence of Shingon 
Buddhism he did not altogether turn his back on esoteric Buddhist 
thought and ritual. As mentioned above, Shinnyo-en claims to combine 
the Shingon Buddhist concept of salvation with the doctrinal foundation 
of the sutra Daihatsu nehangyo. As in Shingon Buddhism, awakening is 
supposed to be achieved by fusing with the beginning- and endless 
dharrna body. The specifically esoteric Buddhist ritual to bring about this 
fusion is the so-called sanmitsu kaji ( = .\lt; JJO fit, "kaji of the three 
secrets"). Kükai is said to have described the terrn kaji by pointing out 
that ka ("to add") designates the way in which the power of Buddha is 
sent off and reflected in man 's mind like rays of sun touching the surface 
of water, whereas ji ("to hold") indicates the reception of this power by 
the human mind (Hanayama 1999: 60f.). In order to unite with the secret 
teachings of Buddha Dainichi Nyorai as revealed through his body, 
mouth and mind ("the three secrets", sanmitsu) the practitioner forrns a 
specific hand gesture, invokes a secret verse (shingon ~ §; Skt. mantra) 
and immerges into meditation . By doing so the practitioner's aspiration to 
34 Taken from an interview with Mr Fujita, 5 July 2003. 
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realise Buddhahood meets Dainichi 's desire to reveal truth - or "thus-
ness" (shinnyo) (Kiyota 1978: 69-71; Hanayama 1999: 59-61 ). 
This ritual is also performed and transmitted in Shinnyo-en. Yet rather 
than the actual ritual practice - which in Shinnyo-en is restricted to the 
graduates of Chiryü Gakuin, its Buddhist training school - Shinnyo-en 
emphasises the "formless practice" of sanmitsu kaji in everyday life . 
In contrast to the concrete form of the three secrets (usö no 
sanmitsu, 1fti=l (1) = -W) - i.e. performing a hand gesture, 
recitation and meditation -, uniting with Buddha by means 
of the actions of body, mouth and mind in everyday life is 
called three formless secrets (musö no sanmitsu, ~tl=l (1) = 
-W) . The formless practice [ ... ] is difficult to realise because 
there is no defined form, but everybody can practice it [in 
his own way]. One might say for both cases that if [the 
practitioner] believes in the etemal existence of the dharma 
body and his own Buddha nature , he ftises completely with 
Buddha and becomes part of his body. 35 
Emphasising the non-ritualistic dimension of sanmitsu kaji is another 
indication of ltö Shinjö 's intention to democratise the esoteric Buddhist 
path to salvation. On the other hand he also stresses that some Shingon 
Buddhist rituals require the regular training of a Shingon Buddhist monk 
to make sure that he or she represents the correct transmission (from 
master to pupil) of the dharma stream (höryü kechimyaku ttmE.rfn.~): 
only those who have accomplished the rank of ajari (~iiJ /1l~; Skt. äcärya, 
"master") can perform a goma ti ~ ritual , funerary rites or take 
responsibility of a temple . 36 
Thi s authorisation is of particular relevance for regularly conducted 
rituals such as merit transfer (ekö, limfPJ), offerings to the dead and the 
goma ritual that is performed by the head of Shinnyo-en in a modified 
form called saitö goma * 11Hi~.37 
35 
"Yasashii kyögaku: Sanmitsu kaji" (in : Naigai j ihö 620 (April 2003), 8. r ~ ~ L, i,, '~ 
~--_=. .\t.;/JO~ J . Wl7'l7'!-IP.ffflJI 620, 2003: 8). 
36 
"Yasashii kyögaku: Denpö kanjö" (in: Naigaijihö 595 (March 2001 ), 8. r ~ ~ L, i,, '~ 
~--fülMlTY!J. Wl7'l7'!- ß#ffl JI 595,2001 :8). 
37 On saitö goma see Budda no saigo no oshie (200 1: 15 , 34-39); ltö ( 1997: 500). On the 
annual ritual calendar see Budda no saigo no oshie (200 1: 42). 
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Conclusion 
Numata sees the strength of Shinnyo-en in the skilful mixture of 
traditional and new elements, such as a peculiar female shamanism added 
by a Buddhist interpretation. To him, Itö Shinjö symbolises the 
displacement of the traditional image of a charismatic religious leader: 
" Ito 's abilities are most evident in his skills to join various religions and 
to build up an organisation." (Numata 1995: 390-393) Yet what I 
consider remarkable about Shinnyo-en is not the sheer variety of religious 
influences. Rather it is the multidimensionality ofthe system that enables 
it to integrate quite different motivations, needs and perceptions. 
Shinnyo-en teachings and practice can be perceived of as a modern 
Buddhist path to enlightenment, i.e. an alternative to other forms of 
contemporary Buddhism. Yet they can equally be conceived in a more 
therapeutic sense as providing individual consultation on how to cope 
with one's life - be it by offering relief from illness and professional 
failure , be it by supporting moral development in order to make social 
relations more harmonious. This effect in my view does not only result 
from combining elements of spirit belief, esoteric Buddhist thought and 
consultation techniques. Rather, it is caused by the skilful integration of 
multiple functions that can be ascribed to religious practice, such as 
directing and exercising Buddhist self-cultivation, providing individual 
counseling and generating practical benefits (genze riyaku) . 
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